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Stop Killing Our
Children!

By Beth Cone Kramer
n Valentine’s Day, students and 3 adults at Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School, Parkland, Florida were killed and 14
injured after a former student fired an AR-15 style rifle.
This marked the 17th school shooting in the United States in
2018 and we’re only into March; 17 times, children who should
feel safe in school were terrorized, parents said goodbye to their
sons and daughters for the last time.
Think back to January 20, 1999.
The coverage of two teens on a killing rampage at Columbine
High School was beyond imaginable for most of us who watched
events unfold. What would propel teens to plan and carry out a
massacre before turning the guns on themselves? How did they amass
an arsenal of firearms? What consequences would this bring?
Almost 13 years after Columbine, an armed 20-year old shot
20 six- and seven-year olds, along with six adult staff members at
Sandy Hook Elementary School before shooting himself.
Twenty years since Columbine and just over five years since
Sandy Hook, school shootings continue to elicit a routine response.
“It’s too soon to talk about this. Arm the teachers. Don’t politicize
this. Thoughts and prayers.” Guns are pretty easy to come by and
nothing seems to change.
A Gallup poll just after the Las Vegas shooting showed that
6 in 10 Americans favored tighter control covering the sales of
firearms, yet every time there’s a shooting, there seems to be a
disconnect. To better understand the gridlock over significant gun
control legislation, we can look to the NRA.
The National Rifle Foundation was not founded to promote
gun ownership. Col. William C. Church and Gen. George
Wingate formed the association in 1871 in response to a “lack of
marksmanship shown by their (Union) troops” during the Civil
War. The first president of the NRA was Civil War Gen. Ambrose
Burnside. The missions of the NRA included development of
practice ranges, as well as gun safety and competency.
When and how did the NRA move away from its roots to a
powerful lobbying group, funding political campaigns to the tune
of hundreds of millions of dollars?
The shift to lobbying happened following the passage of the
Gun Control Act of 1968, which created a federal licensing system
for gun dealers, placing restrictions on certain categories and
classes of firearms. By the mid-seventies, the NRA had established
its lobbying arm, the Institute for Legislative Action (NRA-ILA)
and in the bicentennial year, the group had established its political
action committee (PAC), the Political Victory Fund, in time for the
1976 elections.
On March 14 and April 20 (the anniversary of Columbine),
students and teachers around the country will hold a national
school walkout organized by the Women’s March and on March
24, activists will gather in the Washington, DC for a March for Our
Lives rally to get Congress to demand Congress to take action.
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(Beth Cone Kramer is a professional writer living in the Los Angeles
area. She covers major issues for CityWatch.)
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GHCHS on Spot

t has been a disappointment to see the Granada Hills Charter
HS administration’s response to the horrible School shooting in
Parkland, FL, in particular their stance that students are not only
restricted from participating in the peaceful and poignant walkout
organized for March 14 nationwide, but that students will get detention
if they choose to participate.
As a father of a sophomore at GHC, and the husband of a high
school teacher in Burbank (where Burbank Unified fully supports
the walkout for teachers and students) it had been disappointing to
see GHC’s response. Not only that, they are not responding to parent
concerns or objections and simply hold stubborn to a stance that
seems deaf to the tragic realities of the nations way of dealing with this
grief and The opportunity to show how important their teachers and
students are in this important manner.
Brian Bauer may have made GHC financially solid and
academically successful, but his leadership is proving to be strict and
tone deaf to the community and parents and students that are our
future leaders.
		
- Brian Kawasaki,
Granada Hills

California Governor's Race:
And Then There Were 2 …

By Dan Walters
ell folks, it looks like we may have an old-fashioned, down-to-the-wire political race this year for
governor, something Californians haven’t seen for quite a few years.
Antonio Villaraigosa, the former mayor of Los Angeles, has pulled into a virtual tie with Lt. Gov. Gavin
Newsom, the long-time frontrunner, in the latest statewide poll by the Public Policy Institute of California.
Newsom’s standing in PPIC’s polling hasn’t budged much in the last year. He was at 22 percent among
likely voters last May; 23 percent in September;
26 percent in December and then dropped back to
23 percent in PPIC’s January poll.
Meanwhile, Villaraigosa, just 17 percent in
May and 12 percent in September, clawed back to
17 percent in December and climbed to 21 percent
in January.
Most interestingly, the two Democrats are in
a dead heat at 32 percent each among Democratic
voters, erasing Newsom’s 12 percent lead in
December.
By Casey Kim, Valley Voice Student Reporter
State Treasurer John Chiang, another
Democrat, remains stuck in single digits, as do
he month of February has been one filled with laughter, tears
Democrat Delaine Eastin and all three of the
and tragedies. With the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics
Republican hopefuls.
gaining immense popularity among teens and the recent
Amanda Renteria, a former Hillary Clinton school shooting in Florida that shocked the entire nation with
aide who has been working for Attorney General grief, the administration has been extremely busy. Nevertheless,
Xavier Becerra, also pulled papers to run last our lives have gone on, and so have the gubernatorial elections.
After former Sacramento Rep. Doug Ose dropped out
month, but isn’t in the polling mix yet, of course.
She has the potential of taking some Latino of the race, only two Republicans, Republicans John Cox and
voter support from Villaraigosa, but the gap Travis Allen, remain in the candidate pool. However, the top
between the two frontrunners and everyone else dogs of the election still remain to be former Los Angeles Mayor
is immense. Unless she or one of the other current Antonio Villaraigosa and Lieutenant Governor Gavin Newsom.
According to a recent nonpartisan survey conducted by
also-rans can pull off a miracle, it’s likely that
the
Public
Policy Institute of California, Newsom (23%) and
Newsom and Villaraigosa will be the June primary
Villaraigosa
(21%) are the top two candidates for the June
election’s top two vote-getters and then face each
primary. None of the candidates have made any new statements
other in November for the governorship.
since the gubernatorial Town Hall at USC Jan. 13 regarding the
The Newsom-Villaraigosa duel has tightened major gas blowout.
as the two frontrunners have sharpened their
While Villaraigosa and State Treasurer John Chiang
ideological differences.
both did not clearly address the issue and instead promised a
Newsom, who came into politics as a follow-up statement, former California Schools Superintendent
pro-business moderate, has shifted to the left, Delaine Eastin promised to immediately shut down Aliso
embracing the uber-liberal Berniecrat wing of Canyon if elected.
the Democratic Party and its agenda, such as
Newsom at first expressed his agreement with current
universal health care.
Gov. Jerry Brown that it would take about a decade to
Meanwhile, Villaraiogosa, a one-time labor decommission the gas facility, but later promised to look
union organizer, has hewed closer to the centerline more into the issue after residents mentioned the many
of the state as a whole, clearly looking ahead to harmful effects of the gas leaks.
After writing that article for the February issue last month,
November.
If, as now seems increasingly likely, Newsom I immediately contacted both Newsom and Villaraigosa’s offices
and Villaraigosa are destined for a head-to-head to discuss more about the candidates’ stances on the issue.
duel, the early ideological positioning could be the As of now, I have only received a response of interest from
Villaragosa’s Communications Director Luis Vizcaino, but he
key factor.
(Continued on page 2) did not respond to my questions since.
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One Candidate “On Board,”

Villaraigosa,
Newsom on Fence
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10 Anchors of Hope
in Difficult Times
By
Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford - Shepherd of the Hills

I

have heard from so many people lately who are struggling and dealing with issues
ranging from marriage to health, work to family, finances to variety of other challenges.
No matter the trial or storm, I want you to know that God has not left you, nor has
He forsaken you. The grace that saved you is the grace that will sustain you. Here are 10
encouragements to cling to during difficult times:
1.) Look to God. He is the Author of life. In our trials, may we adopt the same mindset as the
psalmist who wrote in Psalm 121:1-3, “I lift up my eyes to the mountains—where does my help
come from? My help comes from the Lord, the Maker of heaven and earth. He will not let your foot
slip—he who watches over you will not slumber…” Take comfort in these true and faithful words.
2.) Seek wisdom from the Bible. There is a goldmine of wisdom and encouragement in Scriptures. People will search for knowledge from motivational speakers, new age teachers, videos,
Internet memes, and even pithy statements on the end of a tea bag! But nothing compares to the
truth that is found in the Word of God. Hebrews 4:12 says, “For the word of God is alive and active. Sharper than any double-edged sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints
and marrow; it judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart.” And Psalm 119:97 declares, “Oh,
how I love your law! I meditate on it all day long.” Do you love the Bible? Are you meditating on
God’s Word all day long?
3.) Stay in church and Life Group. The church is your family of like-minded believers. No
church is perfect, but the bond of fellowship among followers of Christ is one of the things that
sustains us during hard times. When we wander away from the flock and try to go through life
alone, we are easy pickings for the enemy. “And let us consider how we may spur one another on
toward love and good deeds, not giving up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but
encouraging one another—and all the more as you see the Day approaching” (Hebrews 10:24-25).
4.) Pray, pray…and then pray some more. Ask God to intervene in your situation. Oftentimes
people ask me, “How do I know what God’s will is?” First Thessalonians 5:16-18 tells us clearly:
“Rejoice always, pray continually, give thanks in all circumstances; for this is God’s will for you
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in Christ Jesus.”
5.) Seek godly counsel. Wisdom can be found in the voice of those who have walked faithfully
with the Lord. Psalm 1:1 (New Living Translation) puts it this way, “Oh, the joys of those who do
not follow the advice of the wicked, or stand around with sinners, or join in with mockers.”
6.) Don’t allow sin into your life. Don’t compromise just because you are going through a
rough time. You may face all kinds of temptations to cut corners, damage your integrity, seek
dishonest gain, or do things in your own power. But Psalm 66:18 reveals, “If I had cherished
sin in my heart, the Lord would not have listened…”
7.) Listen to Christian music. Just about every city in the country has a Christian radio
station. Find out what yours is—or make your own playlist on a music app with your favorite
worship songs. It will lift your spirit and give you strength.
8.) Focus on getting through today…and don’t look at yesterday’s difficulties. Recently I
shared a meme on social media that read, “Don’t ruin a good today by thinking about a bad
yesterday. Let it go.” This is so true! Are you looking forward or backwards today? Jesus said
in Matthew 6:33-34, “But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things
will be given to you as well. Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry
about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own.”
9.) Don’t stop treating people around you with respect. Just because we are going through
a tough time does not mean we have the right to be mean to others. Jesus gave us the Golden
Rule in Luke 6:31, and it is important to live by this principle in good times and in bad: “Do to
others as you would have them do to you.”
10.) Trust in the leading of the Spirit of God that is within you. Jesus promised believers the gift
of the Holy Spirit, and this is how He described him in John 14:26, “But the Advocate, the Holy
Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you all things and will remind you of
everything I have said to you.” God will lead you in all righteousness no matter the season.
Pastor Dudley Rutherford is the author of Compelled: The Irresistible Call to Share
Your Faith (available on Amazon) and the senior pastor of
Shepherd Church in Porter Ranch, California, which has
campuses in Agua Dulce, West Los Angeles, and the West Valley.
You can connect with Dudley at www.LiftUpJesus.com and on
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram
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20 New Luxury Model Homes
The Porter Ranch Master Plan features gated communities with
homes ranging from 1,800–5,500 square feet. Each village located
near the award-winning K-8 Porter Ranch Community School.
Priced from the upper $700,000s – $2 Millions.

888.520.1871 | LiveAtPorterRanch.com

he median price of a home in Los Angeles County rose by
7.6 percent in January compared with the same month a
year earlier, while the number of homes sold dropped by
6.6 percent, a real estate information service announced.
According to CoreLogic, the median price of a Los
Angeles County home was $565,000, up from $525,000 in
January 2016. A total of 4,847 homes were sold in the county,
down from 5,188 during the same month the previous year.
In Orange County, the median price was $690,000, up 8.8
percent from $634,000 in January 2016. The number of homes
sold dropped by 4.4 percent, from 2,336 in January 2016 to 2,234.
A total of 15,247 new and resale houses and condos
changed hands in Los Angeles, Riverside, San Diego, Ventura,
San Bernardino and Orange counties according to CoreLogic.
That was down 23 percent from 19,800 in December, and
down 1.5 percent from 15,475 in January 2016.
The median price of a Southern California home was
$507,000 in January, down 0.5 percent from $509,500 in
December but up 11.4 percent from $455,000 in January 2016.
``A fairly sharp drop in recorded home sales between
December and January is normal,’’ said Andrew LePage,
research analyst with CoreLogic. ``Not everyone wants to buy
and sell around the holidays, meaning there are fewer deals to
record in January and February -- two relatively slow months
that tend not to be predictive of the year.’’

Valley Students Light
Up the Path to Success
E

Unified’s
l Camino Real Charter High has won L.A. Unifi
ed’s
37th Annual Academic Decathlon, the 12th District title
for the school.
first
The team took fi
rst place with 60,714.0 out of a possible
score of 65,880.0. Current National Champ, Granada Hills
Charter High School, earned second-place honors with
five
60,127.4 points. Rounding out the top fi
ve places are Franklin
High School with 58,103.4 points; Grant High School with
50,975.9 points and Bell High School with 50,736.3 points.
“I am so proud of all the students who participate in
Academic Decathlon program,” said Academic Programs
Coordinator Katherine Gonnella. “Their level of commitment
to the program is remarkable. Academic Decathlon not only
enriches knowledge; it strengthens the skills students need to be
college and career ready when they complete high school.”
It was a sweep for El Camino Real Charter decathletes
who earned the top scores and were honored with individual
medals and trophies for academic achievement: Maya Teitz
from El Camino Real Charter High School took home the
top prize in the Honors Division (grade-point average of 3.75
and above) with a total of 9,650.0 points. Matthew Fitzmorris
from El Camino Real Charter School was honored as the best
scoring student in the Scholastic Division (GPA 3.00-3.74)
Open Daily Winter 10 am–5 pm, Summer 11 am–6 pm. Homes available nationwide. Prices subject to change without notice.
with 9,290.0 points. Trevor Winnard from El Camino Real
Brokers welcome. Photos are images only and should not be relied upon to confirm applicable features. Models do not reflect
Charter High School was recognized as the highest-scoring
racial preference. This is not an offering where prohibited by law. CA BRE License No. 01206770.
student in the Varsity Division (GPA 2.99 and below) with
9,518.4 points.
March, 2018
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Concussions in Sports: A Firefighters in News
Lot of Talk Out There… F
W
hat is a concussion? “Sport related concussion is a traumatic brain injury
induced by biomechanical forces.” BJSM 2017; 51:838-847.
Common symptoms of concussion: headache, ‘pressure in head’, neck pain,
nausea/vomiting, dizziness, blurred vision, balance problems, sensitivity to light/noise,
felling slowed down or in a fog, ‘don’t feel right’, difficulty with concentrating or
remembering, feeling fatigue or low energy, confusion, drowsiness, trouble falling or
staying asleep, more emotional, irritability, sadness, nervousness/anxiety.
Now, several of these if singled out can be some common symptoms in teenage
athletes, but combined with a specific injury can together be signs of concussion.
				*		*		*
Common misconceptions regarding concussions:
You do not need to get hit in the head to suffer a concussion. Many patients have been
hit in the chest/torso and causing abnormal motion (biomechanical forces) in the brain
i.e. head snapping back/jarring the chest, causing concussion symptoms.
There is no longer a grading system for concussions. We no longer use the terms: mild/
moderate/severe or 1/2/3. Some patients have suffered a loss of consciousness and recover
fully within an hour or two where others had a minor impact and can be symptomatic
for 9 months. Every patient is different.
No known time for recovery. No one can predict when the concussion will/might resolve.
Each patient is different and each concussion for the same patient is different.
Level/loss of consciousness may or may not play a role in management.
Not every concussion needs a CAT/CT scan. It is not recommended that every concussion
have a CT scan to evaluate. Several studies have shown that only those patients that have
a marked decline in neurologic function will need a CT to look for a bleed, which can
kill the patient. Too many patients in the past have undergone the high dose radiation
to their brain and was unnecessary.
No nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs or NSAIDs after head injury. Due to their
anticoagulation properties, these can potentiate a bleed in the brain and can be very
dangerous for the patients. We recommend Tylenol only as needed for pain, whether it
is in their head or any other part of their body, for at least the first 2 weeks due to risk
of intracranial bleeding.
				*		*		*
Current Treatment Recommendations:
No driving: There are currently studies going on using driving simulators in patients,
but the research is slim on holding off on driving. It comes down to common sense. If
the patient is having difficulty with memory, reaction time, sensitivity to light/noise, they
should not be behind the wheel of a car/truck.
Tylenol only as needed for pain. Whether this pain is in their head or big toe, we do not
recommend nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs or NSAIDs (Advil, Motrin, Aleve,
etc). As stated previously, these NSAIDs are also blood thinners and can potentiate a
bleed in the brain.
Sleep as much as possible. This allows the brain to rest, heal.
Sub-threshold exercise. Several studies have shown that doing light exercise after a
concussion can help alleviate symptoms and speed recovery. However, if the patient has
any symptoms during their light exercise, they need to stop or back off their activity.
Any activity that is worsening symptoms can prolong the recovery.
Academic Accommodations: this is an important subject with our concussion patients.
This is by far the most functional brain activity these kids are doing. Again, if the
activity is causing symptoms, it can prolong the recovery. So, these student athletes need
to be able to attend school with accommodations if tolerated: sunglasses if they have
light sensitivity, ear plugs if noise sensitivity, allowed to sit in class and not take notes if
it is easier for them.
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ire Chief Ralph M. Terrazas says the Los Angeles Fire Department has experienced
a series of ``divisive’’ workplace incidents in recent months, including at least one
debate between firefighters over protests by NFL players.
Terrazas said his agency has experienced ``on-duty heated discussions regarding the
perception of a lack of patriotism by NFL players’’ who have kneeled during the national
anthem, the Los Angeles Times reported.
In a separate incident, firefighters from different ethnic backgrounds had a ``near
physical altercation’’ after someone showed up late to work, Terrazas wrote, according to
The Times. In yet another, the department received complaints about ``a perceived lack
of sensitivity’’ toward non-white firefighters during an investigation.
``These types of issues and incidents are divisive and can erode our ability to
accomplish our collective mission to protect the lives and property of the people of Los
Angeles,’’ the chief said in his letter, according to The Times. He added that he expects
every firefighter to behave in a way that ``fosters a professional and respectful workplace
free of discrimination, harassment, retaliation and hazing.’’
The letter, posted on the department’s internal messaging system, drew praise from
Fire Commission President Delia Ibarra, who said it offered a reminder to employees to
``treat each other respectfully” when discussing politics.
``It all sort of relates to the Trump effect, because people in workplaces are having
political conversations with each other,’’ said Ibarra, an Eric Garcetti appointee, The
Times reported. ``It’s important that Chief Terrazas remind them about being civil. It’s
all about civility and camaraderie.’’

CA Gov’s Race
(Continued from page 1)

Newsom seems to be betting that the antipathy to President Trump is so fierce in
California and such a motivating factor that embracing the Democratic left will be an
advantage. However, he should be worried that after years of official and unofficial
campaigning, he’s still favored by less than a quarter of the state’s likely voters.
Villaraigosa, meanwhile, is betting on California’s history over the past several
decades of electing more-or-less centrist governors, including the man both hope to
succeed, Jerry Brown. His dramatic rise in the polls could open the wallets of potential
campaign donors and give him the wherewithal to make it a real horse race.
(Editor’s Note: Voters, now is the perfect opportunity to ask of both candidates, “if
elected, do you promise to shut down Aliso Canyon permanently?)
(Dan Walters has been a journalist for nearly 57 years.) -CityWatch
Limited electronics: cell phone/text/computer/video games: these items tend to irritate
patients that have suffered a concussion and take functional brain activity to complete.
At least initially, we like to limit their use and can add back in some electronics as long
as they do not cause symptoms.
Statistics show that most concussions may resolve in 1-2 weeks, but we can never
predict when/if the symptom will resolve.
Future Studies:
The new consensus statement on concussion in sport should be published near the time
of this article in March, 2018.
When is too many concussions, too many?
Can we see a direct link from concussion to Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE)?
Can we detect CTE prior to permanent damage?
-  Richard J. Spelts, DO Medical Director Porter Ranch Quality Care – an affiliate of
Southern California Orthopedic Institute.
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Town Hall
Meeting With
Dr. Nordella

T

wo-and-a-half years after a massive gas leak was
discovered at SoCalGas’s Aliso Canyon underground
storage facility, questions remain about the long-term
health of people who live in the northern San Fernando
Valley.
In late 2015 and early 2016, complaints of headaches,
nosebleeds and vomiting led thousands of families to
relocate and two schools to be shut down. A Porter Ranch
physician, Dr. Jeffrey Nordella, began studying his patients
after realizing there was little published literature on the
effects of the chemicals released in the leak on humans.
According to an ABC 7 report, “Nordella launched an
in-depth health program after noticing a high number of
his patients becoming sick. He said the level of carcinogens
in his patients were significantly higher than the general
population, showing a dire need for a comprehensive longterm health study.”
The results of Dr. Nordella’s study were originally
shared in October of 2017, and the doctor is planning to
present his findings again at a town hall event organized by
the Northridge West Neighborhood Council on Thursday,
March 29 at 6:30pm in the gymnasium at the Northridge
Recreation Center. More information on the event can be
found at NorthridgeWest.org.
					

- Jon Manuel

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
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Briana N. Haghighi
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LA’s $1 Billion Giveaway

By Jack Humphreville
he City of Los Angeles is hemorrhaging cash. So why are Mayor Eric Garcetti and the City Council entering
into deals that are providing almost $1 billion of tax breaks for projects that already have excellent rates of
return for their deep pocketed investors?
The City’s finances are a mess despite a booming
economy that has fueled a 31%, $1.4 billion increase in
tax revenues.
Next year, City Hall is anticipating a budget gap of
almost $250 million even with a bump in revenues of
over $100 million. This shortfall includes an increase in
required pension contributions and generous raises for
the police and the City’s civilian workers.  
The City’s Structural Deficit means we are looking
at a river of red ink for years to come as our Elected
Elite are unwilling to hold the growth in personnel
expense to levels that do not exceed the growth in
revenues. And this perennial shortfall does not include
any additional funding to address the City’s $10 billion deferred maintenance backlog or the $15 billion
unfunded pension liability.
The City’s Annual Report disclosed that the City entered into six Development Incentive Agreements in 2017
that called for $850 million of tax abatements. And since that time, the City has also entered into at least two
other transactions for $126 million in unneeded tax breaks, increasing the grand total to almost $1 billion.  
Of the eight deals, six involve the City’s efforts to have 8,000 rooms within walking distance of the Convention
Center. These resulted in tax breaks of almost $750 million for around 3,700 rooms.   
The beneficiaries were LA Live/Convention Center Hotel (1,001 rooms), 901 Olympic North (393 rooms),
Metropolis (350 rooms), the Wilshire Grand (560 rooms), Pico + Figueroa (1,130 rooms), and the Cambria (247
rooms) on James Wood Boulevard.   
However, a closer review of the documents prepared by the consultants indicate that the operators of these
Convention Center hotels do not need the tax breaks to earn a very nice return on their investments. The only
exception may be the LA Live/Convention Center Hotel where AEG was the pioneering investor in this area,
having ponied up almost $4 billion in this previously undesirable part of the City.
The City is also considering investing $500 million in the expansion of the Convention Center which will
provide additional benefits for the real estate developers and hotel operators.
And then the City is providing subsidies of almost $50 million to Westfield Corporation for its Village at Westfield
Topanga, a highly profitable add-on development to its existing properties that are near Warner Center in the
West Valley.
Incidentally, Westfield has entered into an agreement with a French real estate operator to be acquired for
$16 billion.   
The Mayor and the City Council are a soft touch for real estate developers and hotel operators. City Hall
has bought the argument that limiting tax breaks to 50% of the increase in City revenues over a 25 year period is
a great deal, even if the real estate developers and the hotel operators are making a fortune before any subsidy.
In recent giveaways, the real estate developers and hotel operators are front loading their subsidies where
they get 80% of the increase in City revenues for the first eight to ten years, usually an amount equal to the 14%
hotel tax.   
IF the City is to continue with its Development Incentive Agreements, and that is a big IF, then the program
must be restructured to make sure that a tax break is necessary for a project to make economic sense. Furthermore,
if the City subsidizes a successful project, the City should participate in the upside by requiring the developer to
repay the subsidy (call it a loan) plus interest plus a bonus based on the level of profitability.
In other words, there is no free lunch.  
What would this $1 billion of giveaways buy the City? How a many miles of D and F streets would be
repaired? How many
more cops would be
on the streets? And
what about permanent
supportive housing for
the homeless? There
may even be money
left over to finance Jose
Huizar’s pet project,
the 4 mile, $300 million
Los Angeles Streetcar.
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Review of USC Study

Gas Co. and Lax Oversight Cause of Aliso Canyon Leak
A 2016 analysis of the Aliso Canyon gas leak determined corporate dysfunction and lax regulatory oversight led to the largest greenhouse gas leak in US history. The study was
the first to report what went wrong and why an estimated 97,100 metric tons of methane polluted a Los Angeles neighborhood for four months.

A

2016 USC-led analysis of the Aliso Canyon gas leak determined corporate dysfunction
by the SoCalGas Co. and lax regulatory oversight charted the path to the largest
greenhouse gas leak in U.S. history.
The study, researchers said, was the first to report what went wrong and why an estimated
97,100 metric tons of methane -- more than what 440,000 cars emit in a single year -- polluted a
Los Angeles neighborhood from October 2015 to February 2016.
The findings have pivotal implications for the nation because the United States operates the
largest number of underground gas storage facilities in the world.
“SoCalGas’s Aliso Canyon system failure and the resulting major environmental scandal in
2015 has clear echoes of BP’s Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010 and BP’s Texas City refinery
explosion in 2005,” said Najmedin Meshkati, senior author of the study and a professor of civil
and environmental engineering and industrial systems engineering at the USC Viterbi School of
Engineering.
That translates to one major energy sector disaster every five years.
“How many more oil and gas disasters have to occur before a healthy culture of safety
is implemented?” Meshkati asked. “The lessons learned from the Aliso Canyon gas leak can
improve the nation’s underground gas storage facilities. Better industrial safety culture will
protect the health and safety of people, will protect the environment, will help keep electricity
and gas prices down and will shield the reputation of industries such as Sempra Energy, the
parent company of the SoCalGas Co.”
Published in the Journal of Sustainable Energy Engineering, the study used a robust
risk management framework called AcciMap to systematically analyze how the government,
regulators, company, management, staff and work processes contributed to the four-month-long
Aliso Canyon gas leak that temporarily displaced more than 11,000 Porter Ranch residents.
SoCalGas’s organizational system was dysfunctional
The SoCalGas Co. supplies 22 million customers and 17 power plants with natural gas
energy. This pressure pushed upper management to prioritize unsafe supply practices to meet
increased demands, the report stated.
“SoCalGas had lenient requirements for infrastructure record keeping, no comprehensive
risk management plan and no testing programs or plans in place to remediate substandard
wells,” Meshkati said. “The company needs to improve its safety culture.”
SoCalGas was aware of a possible future leak in the Standard Sesnon 25 (SS-25) well about
a quarter century before a pipe ruptured there. Company logs from 1992 say “check for potential
leakage past shoe as high as 8,150 [feet].”
The SS-25 well is 64 years old and 8,750 feet deep. An underground safety valve designed to
shut off flow to the surface when abnormal conditions occurred was removed in 1979 and never
replaced, according to the study.
“If a functional kill valve were in place for well SS-25 in October 2015 when the leak began,
the leak could have been stopped in a matter of hours or days rather than after four months,”
Meshkati said.
SoCalGas made eight unsuccessful attempts to stop the leak using kill procedures. It later
contracted a well control company to “facilitate a proper kill procedure,” the study reported.
This case study offers tips for nationwide underground gas storage facilities, such as
improved well monitoring using up-to-date technology like infrared methane detectors, nonstop
pressure monitoring and more training for employees. It notes that logs are necessary to
assess possible risks linked to specific wells and that records for mechanical integrity must be
documented. (The last time well SS-25 recorded an inspection was in 1976.)
“We believe that a proactive culture of committed leadership, having a questioning attitude,
personal accountability, good communication and innovative technology are necessary to ensure
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that systems act to their full potential,” Meshkati said. “These are among the traits of a healthy
safety culture developed by the nuclear industry. It will be beneficial if it were adopted by all
safety-sensitive industries.”
Lax regulatory oversight
Methane is about 32 times more detrimental to global warming than carbon dioxide
because of its stronger heat-trapping ability, the study stated.
The federal Clean Air Act does not regulate methane, though it does have strict regulations
for carbon dioxide.
Considering that the United States is the most prolific operator of underground gas storage
facilities in the world, we must rethink the lack of federal, state and local oversight in this arena,
said Maryam Tabibzadeh, study first author and a recent USC Viterbi doctoral graduate when
the study was conducted. She is now an assistant professor at California State University,
Northridge.
A key energy source
Natural gas is a significant energy source in the United States. It supports 33 percent of
electricity generation in America via more than 350 underground gas storage facilities or about
14,000 wells, according to a 2005 report.
These wells were functioning without a national risk analysis framework, which is used
to prevent operational failures and to streamline crisis management protocols when accidents
happen, the study reported.
After the Aliso Canyon gas leak, Congress passed the Protecting our Infrastructure of
Pipelines and Enhancing Safety (PIPES) Act in June 2016. The act created an interagency task
force led by the U.S. secretary of energy.
Having a task force in place quickens the response time when accidents happen because
studied and practiced procedures are activated, said Meshkati, whose expertise is in major
complex technological systems failures such as the Chernobyl disaster, Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear disaster and BP Deepwater Horizon oil spill.
“Risk analysis is vital for safe well operations and relies on analyzing prior data records,
yet no national standards for well records were in place prior to the accident,” the report stated.
“There was no clear overarching agency that was in control of the accident’s intervention and
aftermath.”
Without an authoritative agency to direct emergency response, the SoCalGas Co. did not
have a clear path for addressing emergencies quickly, nor was it forced to maintain or update
aging infrastructure, the report stated.
As of August 2016, California was one of only three states that had regulations addressing
well construction, well maintenance and well closures, the report noted.
Simone Stavros, a master’s student at USC Viterbi, and Mikhil Ashtekar, a master’s
student from California State University, Northridge, also contributed to the study.
Meshkati was a member of the steering committee of a seminal report assessing the
long-term viability of underground natural gas storage in California. It was prepared by the
California Council on Science and Technology, a think tank that recommends policy solutions
within the state.
The 910-page report, “Long-Term Viability of Underground Natural Gas Storage in
California: An Independent Review of Scientific and Technical Information,” was prepared for
California Gov. Jerry Brown at his request.
Story Source:
Materials provided by University of Southern California and Science Daily. Original written by
Zen Vuong.
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CityWatch

How LA is Being Looted
By Richard Lee Abrams

A

ccounting Control Fraud occurs when people in high positions such as a CEO and
other company executives or a mayor and a city council subvert the organization
and commit fraud for personal gain. The City of Los Angeles is being looted by a
group of criminals who are engaged in this activity.
Using Accounting Control Fraud, the mayor and city council are intentionally
subverting the city’s processes by means of false data and other misinformation for
personal benefit. Mere mistakes are not fraud.

California Civil Code, § 1572 says certain factors equal fraud:
1)   False statement which the city official knows is false or the city official has no
reason to believe is true
2)   The concealing of fact(s) which mislead the public as to the real situation
3)   The false statement is intentionally made
As Judge Allan Goodman ruled in January 2014 in the Hollywood Community
Plan (HCP) case, the City intentionally told the public materially false information that
subverted the law. The HCP case was a CEQA action (Calif. Environmental Quality Act)
and it was not a fraud action. Thus, Judge Goodman could not officially rule that the
city officials had violated Civil Code § 1572. Judge Goodman’s January 2014 decision
did, however, provide a sound basis for the District Attorney to move ahead, but the
District Attorney habitually looks the other way when presented evidence of criminal
behavior by the mayor and city council.

The Motive Behind Accounting Control Fraud
Whether it is a corporation like Enron or a city like Los Angeles, the people in
charge are motivated to loot the corporation or city for personal gain. The benefit to
the city officials can be a two-step process. (1) The city uses fraud to justify giving a
developer millions of dollars, and (2) the developer uses the Citizens United Case to
support the mayor’s run to be President or a councilmember’s re-election or if he
or she has been termed out, to finance his or her race for another seat, e.g. a former
mayor’s desire to be governor. Due to the Citizens United case, however, the kickbacks are secret.

When the San Francisco’s Millennium’s condos
list prices run from minimum list price of $2,399,000
to a maximum of $4,995,000, one sees how much money
is involved in constructing a 12-story building rather than a
3-story building. Thus, a fraudulent HCP means hundreds of millions of dollars for
developers and the politicos. San Francisco with its Leaning Tower of Millennium is
learning how dangerous it is to rely on fatally flawed data.

The Fraud Continues Unabated
The fraud continues. Civil Code, § 1572 shows that the Garcetti Administration is
perpetrating Accounting Control Fraud today. Fraud can be “the concealing of fact(s)
which mislead the public as to the real situation.”
In April 2016, the City released the new Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the next
update to the Hollywood Community Plan (HCP2). The NOP states that its Hollywood
population data, (206,000 people in 2016) was “based on SCAG estimates (RTP 2016).”
That was materially false. The SCAG RTP 2016 had no population data for Hollywood.   
While Mayor Garcetti publicly declares the need to update the community plans, he
refuses to update the Hollywood Community Plan. After the NOP in April 2016, there
is no Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the Hollywood Community Plan.
We are more than four years after Judge Goodman’s January 2014 decision and Mayor
Garcetti is concealing the true population data for Hollywood (Civil Code, § 1572 (3)
suppression of acts). If he were to release a Draft EIR for the HCP2, then the public
would have the legal right to correct his deceptions.   

Los Angeles is Being Seriously Harmed

The Garcetti Administration’s Accounting Control Fraud could bankrupt the city.
We are being conned into squandering hundreds of billions of our tax dollars on fixed
rail mass transit which people are increasingly refusing to use. The payments on the
$102 billion for rapid transit are likely to be $200 billion and the annual deficit should
be at least $8 billion per year for operating and maintenance expenses. The LA City
budget itself is $8 billion per year. The Garcetti Administration not only conceals the
true costs of giving billions of dollars to the mass transit construction companies, but
Accounting Control Fraud in the Hollywood Community Plan
it hides the fact that these fixed railed projects only last about 30 years. Thus, LA will
The entire 2012 update to the Hollywood Community Plan is an example of have to start replacing its current fixed rail like the Hollywood Subway by 2022. It
Accounting Control Fraud. The HCP was based on materially false population data opened in 1993 which could mean it will be breaking down within the next five years.
Accounting Control Fraud is killing Los Angeles as a viable city. When the city
to justify the construction of high rises in Hollywood. Not only does the city then give
money to the developers, but large apartment complexes make tons more money for ceases to function, the politicos and developers will move elsewhere.
the developers. Based on actual data, projects like the Palladium, Crossroads, and
a multitude of infil projects would be rejected as harming the environment and our
(Richard Lee Abrams is a Los Angeles attorney and a CityWatch contributor. He
quality of life. Judge James Chalfant rejected, for example, The Millennium Towers
Project because it was based on misleading traffic data. Rather than use CalTrans data, can be reached at: Rickleeabrams@Gmail.com. Abrams views are his own and do not
the city had invented misleading data to deny traffic congestion.   
necessarily reflect the views of CityWatch.) Edited for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.

SUMMER
2018

Dynamic and engaging
summer learning
experiences for
grades 1-12

Online Registration Now Open
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LA Observed

Garcetti Wants All
L.A. To Welcome
Homeless Housing
By Bill Boyarsky

M

ayor Eric Garcetti says he will work on a plan for
every Los Angeles community to agree to accept
housing for the homeless.
He has been criticized in strong editorials in the Los
Angeles Times for lacking leadership on the homeless issue,
including these words jibing at the possibility he will run
for president: “The mayor, who is said to be contemplating
his next career steps, has an opportunity to repair the longstanding perception that he is unwilling to take on tough
public battles. Surely he must be aware that his mayoralty
will ultimately be judged on how he handles this crisis.”
He said he is meeting with representatives of the
United Way March 9 to launch a campaign to persuade
reluctant neighborhoods to accept the construction of new
apartments for the homeless.
“We will be looking at how every community can
make the same sort of pledge that we saw in the city
council,” he said.
City Council President Herb Wesson and other
council members introduced a resolution calling on each
council member to back approval of at least 222 units of
homeless housing in his or her district before next July
1. With more than 34,000 homeless in Los Angeles, that
would amount to 3,330 units, less than 10 percent of those
without shelter. In addition, the resolution, which must be
approved by council committees, is not binding and some
members, under pressure from NIMBY constituents, may
not go along.
Garcetti conceded that the government bureaucracy
has slowed progress in homeless housing. But he said he
hopes new laws will speed things up and permit use of
hotels and motels for temporary housing. He said he also
told city building officials to speed up plans for innovative
temporary housing in parking lots and other places so
people can be moved from encampments. He also wants
the state to ease environmental restrictions. “I don’t mind
speeding up and cutting through local deliberations,” he
said. “If not now, when?”

  

LA Sanitation
Says More Money
Needed To Fix
Cleanup Requests
Backlog

W

ith the requests for cleanups of homeless camps
having skyrocketed and the city backlogged on the
jobs by the thousands, the city’s Bureau of Sanitation
said it needs more money for the work in a report that was
presented to a Los Angeles City Council committee.
The number of cleanup requests for homeless
encampments and illegal dumping sites nearly tripled
between April 2016 and end of 2017, according to the
report, and the city finished the year backlogged by 3,884
out of the 19,884 requests it received.
The reported noted that the number of requests does
not accurately reflect the number of homeless encampments,
as the city receives an average of six requests per site.
The requests went from an average of 700 per month
to 1,900 from April 2016 and end of 2017, according to the
report, and was driven by the rise in homeless population,
but also by the city’s successful outreach efforts encouraging
the public to report homeless encampments along with an
increased use of the city’s MyLA311 mobile app.
The committee approved the report, which includes
a request that Bureau of Sanitation representatives work
with other city departments to develop a proposal for an
increased budget for homeless encampment and illegal
dumping cleanup for the next fiscal year, although there
was no specific dollar amount requested in the report.
Homelessness in Los Angeles jumped by 20 percent
in 2017 while the county saw an increase of 23 percent
compared to the previous year, according to the results of
the 2017 Greater Los Angeles Homeless Count. In the city,
the total number of homeless went up to 34,189 and the
county number increased to 57,794.
March, 2018
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Housing the Homeless in a
Parking Lot: Folly or Future?

“

By Tim Deegan

Just when you thought it was safe to go back into the water” was the chilling slogan for the movie “Jaws” many years ago.
But just as locals at the beach thought they had their shark problem fixed, yet another swimmer was pulled out of the surf
with half her body turned into a shark’s dinner. A few days ago the LA Times announced in its headline, “LA County›s
Homeless Problem Is Worsening Despite Billions From Tax Measures.” This was less than one week after the City Council
approved a plan to house 60 of the area’s estimated 58,000 homeless in a city parking lot.
More negative headlines in the LA Times immediately followed: “L.A. Wants More Money For Homeless Encampment
Sweeps” and “As Homeless Camps Explode In L.A. Suburbs, Residents Fear They Will Become Permanent.”
It’s
not
just
the Times that is
highlighting
this
urgent
problem.
Mayors, including our
own Mayor Garcetti,
are
appealing
to
Sacramento for more
money to spend on the
homeless. A few days
ago, the Sacramento
Bee reported that
“Mayors
Seek
$1.5 Billion From
California to Help
Homeless.”  
The city council’s
Homeless Parking Lot
Plan is pretty simple:
use a city lot at 711
North Alameda Street,
near the Pueblo de
Los Angeles Historical
Monument and Union
Station, for homeless
housing. Little could
the many hopeful
original immigrants to
LosAngeles who settled
around the Pueblo in
what›s now downtown
Los Angeles, imagine
that their foothold in
the new world would
centuries later become
By appointment only.
a social laboratory for
many with no hope at
all: the homeless.
The mechanics
of the plan are
straightforward:
*
Create a
temporary facility to
provide
emergency
shelter
beds,
storage,
personal
hygiene
facilities,
supportive
services,
and
community
engagement services
for up to 60 homeless
individuals.

No Drugs
High Tech!

Holistic Blood
Tests to Match
Nutritional Needs

“State of the art
technology for treatments!”
Dr. Lucy M. Cooper, OMD, DAOM, LAc
Diplomate, Antiaging Medicine ACHM
lucycooperlac@hotmail.com

818.390.3951

(Continued on page 9)

www.acupunctureherbs.net
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Sierra Canyon

Winner Wonderland

By David Powell for the Valley Voice
o paraphrase that classic song – Sierra Canyon winter sports teams are “walking (and running,
shooting, kicking, passing) in a winter (winner) wonderland.” For the second time in Trailblazer’s
history, all of the winter sports teams qualified for the CIF playoffs. Both the boys’ and girls’
soccer and basketball teams gained a spot in the playoffs.
In soccer, the boy’s team finished with a 6-7-1 record in league matches. The first round playoff
game versus Laguna Blanca resulted in a 3-5 loss to end their season. The girls’ soccer team had a
very successful year, finishing with a record of 16-3. The team went 10-2 in league play, which left
them tied for first place in the Gold Coast League. For the season, the team scored 51 goals while
ceding only 8 to their opponents. In the CIF – SS playoffs game the Trailblazers lost a competitive
defensive match with Canyon. The final score of 0-1 concluded their season.
Moving from the colder outdoor setting of the soccer field, the basketball teams enjoy competing
in a warmer, cozier, and noisier gym. The girl’s team, under head coach Alicia Komaki, finished the
regular season with a 21-6 record and a national ranking of 48 (Maxpreps).
In Gold Coast League play their record was 5-1. In a first round CIF Open Division playoff game, the
Trailblazers faced a strong team from Etiwanda HS. The game was close, and decided with less than
ten seconds remaining. Etiwanda scored on a follow up of a missed lay-up to prevail 62-63. Sierra
Canyon next competed against Gardena Serra in the consolation bracket. In a hard fought game SC
was defeated 68-74 by the Cavaliers to conclude their season.
This year’s team will lose two seniors to graduation, so the future looks promising. Senior Ryann
Payne will attend TCU in the fall. When asked about her leadership role as a senior, Ryan responded,
“I feel the main ingredient to the team’s success is diligence, communication, and camaraderie. If
we do not play as a unit we won’t be successful. We have to build each other up constantly, without
focusing on ourselves individually.”
Freshman Valerie Herrera opined about her role as a new member of the team. “They (the
veteran players) have all helped me mature as a person and grow on the court. The veterans show the
newcomers the ropes and they always do it well.”
The boys’ basketball team, under first year head coach Andre Chevalier, ended the regular
season with a 21-3 record. The Trailblazers were undefeated in the Gold Coast League at 7-0. Going
into the CIF-SS Open Division playoffs, the team was on a ten game winning streak and ranked
#23 (Maxpreps) nationally. There are five players averaging double figures in scoring which makes
defending SC difficult for opponents. Scoring leader Kenyan Martin, Jr. is averaging 20.4 ppg and
making 70% of his field goal attempts.
In the first round playoff game, SC defeated Rancho Christian 83-79. In that game Cassius
Stanley (Jr) scored 27 points, Scotty Pippin, Jr (Jr) 22 points, and Kenyon Martin, Jr (Jr) tallied 18
points. In a close game, the Trailblazers ended with and 18-9 run to secure the victory and move on
to the semifinal round and a matchup with top seeded Bishop Montgomery.
The semifinal round matched Sierra Canyon and undefeated (26-0) Bishop Montgomery in an
exciting game. SC held a 33-21 lead at halftime. In a disastrous third quarter, the Trailblazers were
outscored 22-7. The final quarter was intense, with many lead changes. The game was tied at 54 with
one minute left. Trailing 57-60 with seconds left, Duane Washington, Jr, sank a 3 point shot to tie
the game at 60-60, and send it into overtime. In overtime, with seconds left on the scoreboard, and
behind 69-71, Kenyon Martin, Jr sank a clutch basket to tie the score at 71-71 and sent the game into
a second overtime. In the second overtime the Trailblazers outscored the Knights 6-3 to prevail 77-74.
The victory moves Sierra Canyon into the championship matchup against Mater Dei, where they will
compete for the CIF-SS Open Division boys’ basketball title.

Ambassador Haley Talks Tough

(Continued from page 8)
* Do this with three leased 24’ x 60’ housing trailers that can accommodate up to 20 individuals each,
with space for a bed and personal storage; one leased 24’ x 60’ office trailer for administrative work and
case management; and one leased 12’ x 60’ hygiene trailer with restrooms, showers, and laundry facilities.
A corporate Suite executive could not have put this proposal together, jamming twenty people into
the equivalent of a 1,500 square foot single family residence -- a plan that lacks full transparency as to
how the $2 million breaks down. This is a lot of money for very little. Without a request for proposals and
competitive bidding, it’s impossible to know how viable this plan is compared to a typical hotel or motel
per-bed-night-rack-rate, which the city could hope to have discounted.
The “parking lot plan” is housing 60 of the region’s 58,000 estimated homeless in a few trailers in a
city-owned parking lot downtown, for three month cycles, until they can get into what is today “mythical”
affordable and supportive housing -- all for a raw start-up cost of $2 million. The “parking lot plan” will
address homelessness for less than 1% of the region’s estimated 58,000 homeless population. While a
C-Suite executive in the private sector may not call this a cost-effective measure, it’s a model that politicos
believe may eventually work when dramatically scaled up. However, they have been wrong before.
Is it time to consider City Attorney Mike Feuer’s recommendation to appoint a Homeless Czar and
have the County Supervisors and the Mayor jointly name someone from the private sector with broad
ombudsman authority and executive powers to address this growing problem?
Perhaps a C-Suite executive from the private sector would consider it a civic duty to roll up their sleeves,
engage their colleagues in the corporate world, and get to the bottom of the problem. Has anyone like that
even been asked? In 1984, corporate CEO Peter Ueberroth became the Olympics Czar and with great
success. Is there another CEO out there who could become LA’s Homeless Czar in 2018? We need a land
shark that thousands of homeless could depend on.
(Tim Deegan, is a civic activist whose DEEGAN ON LA weekly column about city planning, new
urbanism, the environment, and the homeless appears in CityWatch.) Edited for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.

ast month, Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas addressed the U.N. Security
Council at its monthly session on the Middle East. Instead of dealing with
slaughter in Syria or Iranian imperialism, delegates listened as Mahmoud
Abbas trotted out tired complaints and outright lies trying to explain why 70 years
of peace efforts have gone nowhere.
This, of course, is the last thing Abbas wants to hear, since the last thing he
wants to do is negotiate peace with Israel—preferring instead that the U.S. or
someone unilaterally impose Arab-fantasy peace terms on Israel.
Abbas also complained that the U.S. wants to “punish the Palestine refugees
by way of reduction of its contribution to UNRWA.” Of course, Abbas neglects
to mention that only about 30,000 of the five million Palestinian Arabs UNRWA
supports are actual refugees—most are descendants of refugees, giving them a
status accorded no other refugee descendants on earth. He also fails to mention that
UNRWA teaches Palestinian children that the land of Israel belongs to them.
Finally, Abbas bitterly laments that the Trump administration has recognized
Jerusalem as the Israel’s capital, “ignoring that East Jerusalem is part of the
Palestinian territory occupied since 1967 and is our capital.”
Of course, there’s no such thing as Palestinian territory—the territory Israel
captured in 1967 was part of ancient Israel and was controlled from 1948 by Jordan,
not the Palestinians, who have never been a nation nor controlled a square inch of
the Holy Land, let alone Jerusalem, which has always been a majority Jewish city.
But this point, too, is instructive of Trumpian wisdom on this issue. In essence,
the President has said that the U.S. is not prejudging the outcome of Jerusalem, but
rather we do know it is and has always been the capital of Israel. If you Palestinians
want a capital in Jerusalem, you’ll have to negotiate it with Israel—we will help
facilitate negotiations, but we will not try to impose outcomes.
Ms. Haley tells Abbas what he must do to redeem the Palestinian people, and
she offers U.S. help. But she also makes clear that the U.S. will not chase him down.

T

Housing the Homeless
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Photo by David Powell

Cassius Stanley scores on this uncontested dunk shot.
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Passion Play

The Passion Play at Shepherd Church in Porter
Ranch is a dramatic stage and musical production that
examines the timeless events surrounding the life,
death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 2018
will mark the Passion Play’s 26th year in production.
The dates are March 18, 23-25. Viewers will watch the
dramatization come alive with a brand new set, and a
story line that includes rap, word, and song accompanied
by a live orchestra in the new 3,500 seat Worship
Facility. Come see the incredible sights and sounds of
this historic story that will usher in the Easter season.
Purchase tickets at the Ticket Office, 19700 Rinaldi St or
online at sheptix.com. Learn more at PassionPlayLive.
com.

Easter at Shepherd Church

Celebrate Easter at Shepherd Church, 19700
Rinaldi Street in Porter Ranch, as Senior Pastor Dudley
Rutherford tells the inspiring resurrection story of Jesus
Christ — a timeless event over 2,000 years ago that
fulfilled God’s redemption plan and brought hope for
all mankind! You’ll experience uplifting contemporary
music, dynamic music, and have the opportunity to take
communion, pray, and fellowship with others. Everyone
is welcome! Service schedule: Good Friday, March 30
at 7:00 pm; Saturday, March 31 at 5:00 pm & 7:00 pm:
and Sunday, April 1 at 7:00 a.m., 9:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

Chatsworth Library Book Club

The Chatsworth Library Book Club will be
discussing The Rise of the Rocket Girls by Nathalia
Holt at the March 7 meeting. The book club meets the
first Wednesday of the month at 1:00 pm in the Library
Community Room, 21052 Devonshire Street. For more
information call (818) 341-4276.
Teen Book Club Discussion
Teens ages 12 to 18, join us for a lively conversation
about the novel Code Name Verity by Elizabeth Wein on
Thursday, March 8 at 4PM. Copies can be checked out
at the Granada Hills Library ahead of time. The library
is located at 10640 Petit Avenue, (818) 368-5687.

Free Tree Giveaway

A Cleaner, Greener East LA, Inc. will give away
drought-tolerant shade trees (limit 2 per household) on
Saturday, March 10 from 10 AM to 2 PM at Granada
Hills Branch Library, 10640 Petit Avenue. Residents
will be required to present California ID or LADWP bill
as proof of residence within LA City limits.

Read, Baby, Read

A special weekend storytime for babies and their
caregivers, Saturday, March 10th, 10:30 AM at Granada
Hills Branch Library, 10640 Petit Avenue. (818) 368-5687.

LOCAL Events

Her Story

A positive poetry and spoken word series to celebrate
and commemorate the women who have history in our lives
will be held on Saturday, March 31 from 2-4 PM at Granada
Hills Branch Library, 10640 Petit Avenue, (818) 368-5687.

Elizabeth Huston Performs

Easter Egg Hunt
Harpist Elizabeth Huston will perform musical pieces by
Our Redeemer Lutheran Church at 8520 Winnetka Ave.
women composers in honor of Women’s Heritage month on
Saturday, March 10th, 3:30 PM at Granada Hills Branch in Winnetka will hold their Annual Easter Egg Hunt on
Saturday, March 31st beginning at 10:30am.  All children
Library, 10640 Petit Avenue.
newborn through 5th grade are welcome to “hunt” in age
Stress Relief Techniques
appropriate areas for the 2,500+ hidden filled eggs. The
Certified hypnotherapist and Emotional Freedom Children’s Ministry will also have gift basket drawings, a
Technique practitioner O’Brien will teach a series of simple live band performing plus decorated areas for photo
techniques to manage stress, Wednesday, March 14, 5:30 PM opportunities.  And there’s hot dogs and mac and cheese for
at Granada Hills Branch Library, 10640 Petit Avenue, (818) lunch! Everything is free! Please bring a basket or bag for
368-5687.
your child to hold their goodies and come early so they don’t
miss the fun of finding the hidden eggs!  Over 300 children
Build a ‘No Wire’ Circuit
Children and Teens, come learn about electricity and attend each year and the hunt starts at 10:30am sharp.
then build your own circuit using everyday objects, Tuesday, Call 818/341-3460 or check our website at http://www.ourMarch 20, 3:30 PM at Granada Hills Branch Library, 10640 redeemer.org/ for more information.  
Petit Avenue,(818) 368-5687.
Seated Exercise Classes
The
Chatsworth
Library holds free classes every
Free Movie Matinee
Wednesday
and
most
Fridays.at 10:30 AM. The video
On Thursday, March 22, at 1:30 PM in the Chatsworth
classes
alternate
between
yoga, stretching, and strength
Library Community Room there will be a free showing
of The Glass Castle. The movie is sponsored by the Friends of training. The library is located at 21052 Devonshire Street in
Chatsworth Library. Light refreshments are available. The Chatsworth. For more information call (818) 341-4276.
library is located at 21052 Devonshire Street in Chatsworth.
Tiny Tots Storytime
For more information, call (818) 341-4276.
Come and listen to a library volunteer as she reads
wonderful stories to your children every Wednesday at
Fight Childhood Cancer
We would like to invite you, your family, and friends 10:30 AM in the Chatsworth Library. The library is located
to raise money towards the annual LAFD/LAPD at 21052 Devonshire Street in Chatsworth. For more
St. Baldricks Fundraiser to fight kids› cancer. Participants information call (818) 341-4276.
will be shaving heads Saturday, March 24, 7:30 am to 1:30
Rose Exhibition
pm at LAFD Fire Station 89, 7063 Laurel Canyon Blvd in
The San Fernando Valley Rose Society is hosting their
North Hollywood in order to raise awareness and funds 2nd Annual Rose Exhibition on Saturday, April 14th at The
for childhood cancer research. The family-friendly event Wilkinson Senior Center in Northridge, 8956 Vanalden
features a free breakfast, magicians, caricature and balloon Avenue. This event is free and open to the public. A beautiful
artists, face painters, fire and police apparatus displays, a display of roses grown by our members in the San Fernando
silent auction, and prizes and toys for the kids. And all of the Valley will be open for viewing at 12:00 noon. Consulting
entertainment is free. Register and donate at https://www. Rosarians will be available to answer questions. Lecture series
stbaldricks.org/events/lafdlapd
begins at 1:00 pm -2:30 pm. For more info, visit www.sfvroses.
org. On Facebook: The San Fernando Valley Rose Society
Make Your Own Flag Book
Children and families, come learn about women artists
and then be inspired to create your own kinetic flag book!
Artist Debra Disman will teach you how on Tuesday, March
27th, 3 PM at Granada Hills Branch Library, 10640 Petit
Please submit very brief local events, space is
Avenue, (818) 368-5687.

Deadline for Non-Profits

English Conversation Class

A new drop-in class to practice your English speaking
skills will be held weekly on Wednesday evenings at 6 PM
starting on March 28 at Granada Hills Branch Library,
10640 Petit Avenue. (818) 368-5687.

limited, by the 20th, for the following month. Send
word document to yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com.
No faxes, phone calls or mail.
Rachel Reiter, Local Events Coordinator

Tips Are for Servers, Not CEOs

W
I’m so excited to share these photos with you.
The smiles on their faces say it all.

Last year, you helped me raise more than $ 3,000.

Your donations helped buy toys, arts and crafts kits and other play materials for the
kids with cancer. We were also able to use the money to treat them and their
families to a festive holiday celebration.
It's the reason I want to run and raise more funds this year for the Pediatric
Hematology/Oncology Group of Cedars-Sinai Comprehensive Cancer Institute.

Please partner with me in supporting these brave kids by visiting gofundme.com/apitch-for-the-kids-2018
Thank you in advance for your support!

Sincerely,
Joshua Reiter
Valley Voice Copy Boy

“Sometimes, real superheroes live in the hearts of small children fighting big battles.”
- Anonymous
March, 2018

By Irene Tung and Teófilo Reyes

hen we give someone a tip, we expect the money will go to the workers who provided us
with service. We might leave a little extra because someone went above and beyond for
us. Or because we want that person to have a slightly easier time getting by. Whatever
the circumstance, we trust that the money will help the workers who served us.
But the National Restaurant Association — a group controlled by owners of major restaurant
chains -- has long been promoting the idea that business owners, not workers, should control the
tips we leave.
If they have their way, the Department of Labor will soon let minimum wage employers
confiscate all tips left by customers. Business owners would not have to disclose to patrons what
happens to tips and could simply pocket the tips themselves.
This would apply to anyone who receives tips — from the housekeeper who makes up your hotel
room, to the valet who parks your car, to the assistant who pushes your wheelchair at the airport.
Overall, women represent two out of three tipped workers.
The NRA’s key leadership includes Olive Garden, IHOP and Applebee’s, Denny’s, Cracker
Barrel, Chili’s, and Outback Steakhouse. These companies already have an egregious track
record of squeezing workers while inflating CEO pay. If the new rule is finalized, they could use
tips to fuel even more stock buybacks and CEO pay hikes.
A recent study shows that more than half of hourly earnings for servers and bartenders
come from tips.
Restaurant lobbyists claim that giving employers control over tips would let them redistribute
tips from servers to non-tipped workers like dishwashers. But there’s nothing in the rule to
require this. And even if they do redistribute, there’s a good chance employers would cut base
wages to make up the difference.
With the rule change, employers would have a strong incentive to pay only the federal
minimum of $7.25 and then claim ownership of all tips. The Economic Policy Institute estimates
that changing the rule would transfer $5.8 billion from workers directly to employers, and 80
percent of that amount would come from the pockets of women who earn tips.
To be clear, this rule will hurt workers — and the Labor Department knows it. Revelations
that senior political officials there tried to bury a damaging economic analysis of the proposal
have led to an internal investigation.
Even with tips, servers and bartenders take home only $10.11 per hour. This is already far
below what workers throughout the country need to make ends meet. These employees need
more wage protections, not fewer.
And voters seem to agree.
Recent polling from the National Employment Law Project shows 83 percent of voters
disapprove of the proposal to give employers control of worker tips, and most respondents say
they would tip less often if the rules are changed.
This is an attempt by lobbyists to transfer a massive amount of wealth and power from
consumers and workers to corporate restaurant chains and their private equity owners.
That’s backwards: Tips are for servers, not CEOs.
(Irene Tung is a senior policy researcher with the National Employment Law Project. Teófilo
Reyes is a visiting scholar at the Goldman School of Public Policy at UC-Berkeley, and research
director with Restaurant Opportunities Centers United.) Prepped for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.
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Best Eateries

T

he Belvedere restaurant at The Peninsula Beverly Hills maintained its coveted AAA
Five Diamond Rating, one of only two eateries in Southern California to earn the
distinction, the Automobile Club of Southern California announced.
The other restaurant earning the Five Diamond Rating was the Addison at Fairmont
Grand Del Mar in San Diego County.
The Belvedere has been an AAA Five Diamond restaurant since 1995. The Addison
has been on the list since 2008.
``AAA Five Diamond restaurants have evolved over the years to meet the changing
expectations of restaurant enthusiasts who are increasingly sophisticated about cuisine,’’
said Patty Marenco, manager of the Auto Club of Southern California’s Approved
Accommodations Program. ``Guests want to learn about cooking techniques, fresh
ingredients and trends. They are looking for a wide-ranging dining experience that
includes being entertained. No longer does
world-class mean formal attire and opulent surroundings. And that’s where AAA’s
Diamond Ratings can help guide the discerning diner.’’
Ten restaurants in Los Angeles County and four in Orange County earned FourDiamond ratings. According to the Auto Club, such restaurants are chosen for ``distinctive
fine-dining, creatively prepared, skillfully served, often by a wine steward, amid upscale
ambience.’’
Three Beverly Hills restaurants earned the Four Diamond Rating: Cut by Wolfgang
Puck at the Beverly Wilshire; The Blvd at the Beverly Wilshire; and Spago Beverly Hills.
Also earning the distinction were Saddle Peak Lodge in Calabasas; Culina Modern
Italian at the Four Seasons Hotel Los Angeles in Beverly Hills; Patina; Nobu Malibu; The
Raymond Restaurant in Pasadena; Melisse and Santa Monica; and Valentino Santa Monica.
In Orange County, restaurants earning Four Diamonds were Napa Rose at Disney’s
Grand Californian Hotel & Spa; Raya at The Ritz-Carlton Laguna Niguel; The Cellar in
Fullerton; and Studio at Montage Laguna Beach.

SoCalGas Withdraws Gas
from Aliso Canyon
For Two Days in February
Regulators Turn a Blind Eye to
Manufactured Gas Crisis Created by SoCalGas

S

By Alexandra Nagy, Senior Organizer, Food & Water Watch

oCalGas withdrew gas from Aliso Canyon for two days in a row on February 20
and February 21. In anticipation of another attempt by SoCalGas to unnecessarily use Aliso Canyon, Food & Water Watch called on the California Public
Utilities Commission to question why SoCalGas took three major importing pipelines offline before heading into peak winter use. In December, Food & Water Watch
sent a letter to CPUC Executive Director Timothy Sullivan to investigate the validity
of three pipeline outages and asked Sullivan to order SoCalGas to defer pipeline
maintenance to avoid withdrawals at Aliso Canyon. The CPUC took no action and
allowed SoCalGas to manufacture a gas shortage this winter.
Additionally, there have been no conservation campaigns by any agency whether
it’s SoCalGas, LADWP or CAISO to urge customers to conserve energy during the
latest cold snap. That is odd behavior given consumer conservation campaigns have
been highly effective in the past to reduce the need for gas.
The consequences of withdrawals at Aliso Canyon are clear. According to the
Environmental Health Tracker app, created by Andrew Krowne, there have been
360 reported symptoms on Feb. 20 and 175 reported symptoms on Feb. 21. The
community real-time methane monitor by Argos Scientific has also shown above
average methane readings near the facility.
Statement by Alexandra Nagy, Senior Organizer, Food & Water Watch:
“Letting SoCalGas withdraw gas from Aliso Canyon is the latest example of the
Brown Administration turning a blind eye to SoCalGas’ shorting of the gas supply.
Despite repeated requests, the CPUC Executive Director Timothy Sullivan didn’t do
his diligence to investigate the cause behind SoCalGas’ prolonged pipeline outages.
SoCalGas intentionally shorted the gas supply this winter by taking three major
pipelines offline and waited for the right moment to withdraw from Aliso Canyon.
It’s outrageous how the CPUC refused to investigate SoCalGas in order to protect
consumers against corporate greed.
The regulators are more interested in giving SoCalGas another free pass to rig
the system in favor of reopening Aliso Canyon. As a result, thousands of families
living near Aliso Canyon are threatened by increased toxic emissions and worsened
health symptoms. This further emboldens the community to demand for the
immediate shut down of Aliso Canyon. The buck stops with Governor Brown, and
we call on him to immediately shut down Aliso Canyon. We won’t stand by and
watch as SoCalGas leverages another crisis to make money over people’s health.”
(Food & Water Watch champions healthy food and clean water for all.)

You Won’t Believe This!
Congress at the “ATM”

C

hildren of Congress members do not have to pay back their college student
loans.
Staffers of Congress family members are also exempt from having to pay
back student loans.
 	 Members of Congress can retire at full pay after only one term.
Members of Congress have exempted themselves from many of the laws they
have passed, under which ordinary citizens must live.
 	 For example, they are exempt from any fear of prosecution for sexual harassment.
 	 And as the latest example, they have exempted themselves from Healthcare
Reform, in all of its aspects.
 	 Governors of 35 states have filed suit against the Federal Government for
imposing unlawful burdens upon their states. It only takes 38 (of the 50) States to
convene a Constitutional Convention.
March, 2018
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Orthopedic Urgent Care for musculoskeletal, bone, and joint
injuries and conditions on a walk-in basis.

Orthopedic
Orthopedic Urgent
Urgent Care
Care Hours:
Hours:
Monday
– Friday:
8:00 Care
a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Orthopedic
Urgent
Monday
– Friday:
8:00 a.m. –Hours:
5:00 p.m.
Learn
more –atFriday:
www.scoi.com/porter-ranch
Monday
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Learn
more at www.scoi.com/porter-ranch
Learn more at www.scoi.com/porter-ranch

19950 Rinaldi Street, #100, Northridge, CA 91326
19950 Rinaldi Street, #100, Northridge, CA 91326
(818) 363-2273 | www.scoi.com

(818)Street,
363-2273
| www.scoi.com
19950 Rinaldi
#100,
Northridge, CA 91326
(818) 363-2273 | www.scoi.com
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CL CK!

Don't miss our Biggest Sale of the Year!
Coming May 2018 to Canoga Park - 21301 Victory Blvd.

34

%OFF

MONTHS
34

plus

• No Interest* • No Down Payment
• No Minimum Purchase

On purchases with your Ashley Advantage™ credit card from 3/13/2018 to 4/9/2018. Equal monthly payments required for 34 months. Ashley
Furniture does not require a down payment, however, sales tax and delivery charges are due at time of purchase. *See below for details.

6 YEARS

or

on our everyday low prices

On purchases with your Ashley Advantage™ credit card from
3/13/2018 to 4/9/2018. Equal monthly payments required for
72 months. Ashley Furniture does not require a down payment,
however, sales tax and delivery charges are due at time of
purchase. *See below for details.

No Interest* • No Down Payment • No Minimum Purchase
#1 IN CALIFORNIA, #1 IN AMERICA,
50 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
NORTHRIDGE
Just East of the
Northridge Mall
9301 Tampa Ave, Ste 1401
Northridge, CA 91324
818-717-1740

NOW
HIRING!
Sales
Associates

BAKERSFIELD
8915 Rosedale Hwy
Bakersfiels, CA 93312
661-588-7953
BURBANK
East of the 5
Exit Burbank Blvd
401 N. 1st St
Burbank, CA 91502
818-840-5620
COLTON
Next to our Factory
855 Ashley Way
Colton, CA 92324
909-433-5303
FOUNTAIN VALLEY
Just East of 405 Fwy
18060 Euclid St
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714-549-3200

HAWTHORNE
East of 405,
Rosecrans Exit
14600 Ocean Gate Ave
Hawthorne, CA 90250
310-349-2083
LAGUNA HILLS
Just North of
the Laguna Hills Mall
24001 El Toro Rd
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949-461-0829
LONG BEACH
West of the 605
in Long Beach
Towne Center
7410 Carson Blvd
Long Beach, CA 90808
562-766-2050

LOS ANGELES
South of the 10,
Exit Convention Center
1810 S Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90015
213-745-2980
MONTCLAIR
Located South
of Montclair Plaza
5055 S. Montclair Plaza Ln
Montclair, CA 91763
909-625-4420
MURRIETA
25125 Madison Ave
Murrieta, CA 92562
951-894-7988

OXNARD
Located in the Market Place
at Oxnard
Shopping Center
1721 E Ventura Blvd
Oxnard, CA 93036
805-981-0284
PALMDALE
Across from the AV Mall
39626 10th St West
Palmdale, CA 93551
661-225-9410
PALM DESERT
Desert Gateway Plaza
34740 Monterey Ave
Palm Desert, CA 92211
760-202-3052
SAN DIEGO
7770 Miramar Road
San Diego, CA 92126
858-408-1701

SAN MARCOS
1050 Los Vallecitos Blvd
San Marcos, CA 92069
760-539-4663

SANTA ANA
Located in the
Westfield MainPlace Mall
2800 N Main St., #2100
Santa Ana, CA 92705
714-558-5300

WEST COVINA
Located in the
Eastland Shopping Center
2753 E Eastland Ctr Dr #2050
West Covina, CA 91791
626-938-1480
YORBA LINDA
Just North of Fwy 91
22705 Savi Ranch Pkwy
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
714-363-9900

SANTA CLARITA
Center Point Market Place
Across From Sam’s Club
and Super Walmart
26520 Carl Boyer Dr
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
661-284-7200

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK:
Monday - Sunday 10am - 9pm

VICTORVILLE
North of Victor Valley Mall
12704 Amargosa Rd
Victorville, CA 92392
760-261-5386

www.AshleyHomeStore.com

“Se Habla Español”

*Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying purchases. Ashley HomeStore does not require a down payment, however, sales tax and delivery charges are due at time of purchase if the purchase is made with your Ashley Advantage™ Credit Card. No interest will
be charged on promo purchase and equal monthly payments are required equal to initial promo purchase amount divided equally by the number of months in promo period until promo is paid in full. The equal monthly payment will be rounded to the next highest
whole dollar and may be higher than the minimum payment that would be required if the purchase was a non-promotional purchase. Regular account terms apply to non-promotional purchases. For new accounts: Purchase APR is 29.99%; Minimum Interest Charge
is $2. Existing cardholders should see their credit card agreement for their applicable terms. Promotional purchases of merchandise will be charged to account when merchandise is delivered. Subject to credit approval. ‡Monthly payment shown is equal to the
purchase price, excluding taxes and delivery, divided by the number of months in the promo period, rounded to the next highest whole dollar, and only applies to the selected financing option shown. If you make your payments by the due date each month, the
monthly payment shown should allow you to pay off this purchase within the promo period if this balance is the only balance on your account during the promo period. If you have other balances on your account, this monthly payment will be added to the minimum
payment applicable to those balances.
§Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. See store for details.
‡‡Previous purchases excluded. Cannot be combined with any other promotion or discount. Discount offers exclude Tempur-Pedic®, Stearns & Foster® and Sealy Posturepedic Hybrid™ mattress sets, floor models, clearance items, sales tax, furniture protection plans,
warranty, delivery fee, Manager’s Special pricing, Advertised Special pricing, and 14 Piece Packages and cannot be combined with financing specials. Effective 12/30/15, all mattress and box springs are subject to an $11 per unit CA recycling fee. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.
Stoneledge Furniture LLC. many times has multiple offers, promotions, discounts and financing specials occurring at the same time; these are allowed to only be used either/or and not both or combined with each other. Although every precaution is taken, errors in
price and/or specification may occur in print. We reserve the right to correct any such errors. Picture may not represent item exactly as shown, advertised items may not be on display at all locations. Some restrictions may apply. Available only at participating locations.
†DURABLEND® upholstery products feature a seating area made up of a combination of Polyurethane and/or PVC, Polycotton, and at least 17% Leather Shavings with a skillfully matched combination of Polycotton and Polyurethane and/or PVC everywhere else. **Leather
Match upholstery features top-grain leather in the seating areas and skillfully matched vinyl everywhere else. Ashley HomeStores are independently owned and operated. ©2018 Ashley HomeStores, Ltd. Promotional Start Date: March 13, 2018. Expires: April 9, 2018.
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